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TEK # and SE 5(E):
Construct and communicate an explanation based on evidence for how changes in charge
and distance affect the strength of electrical forces between two objects.

6(A):
Design and construct series and parallel circuits that model real-world circuits such as
in-home wiring, automobile wiring, and simple electrical devices to evaluate the transfer of
electrical energy.

6(B):
Design, evaluate, and refine a device that generates electrical energy through the interaction
of electrical charges and magnetic fields.

Key
Understandings Electric charges in motion generate magnetic forces. Magnets in motion generate electric

forces.

● In what ways are electricity and magnetism connected?

Misconceptions
● Students may think current is used up by objects like light bulbs in a circuit, rather than

understanding the conservation of energy in a closed system.
● Students may think current only flows from a battery (or other source of electricity) to a light bulb

(or other items that consumes electricity), rather than current flowing through the object to make a
complete circuit.

● Students may think electricity is produced in the wall socket, rather than electricity being
generated elsewhere and delivered via power lines and wires.

Key Vocabulary
● Ampere (amp) – unit of measurement for electric current
● Circuit – a closed conducting circle or loop through which current can flow
● Conductor – a substance or object that allows electricity to flow through it with low resistance
● Current – the flow of electrons through a conductor
● Electromagnet – an iron or steel core that is magnetized by electric current in a coil that

surrounds it
● Insulator – a substance or object that does not conduct electricity
● Ohm – unit of electrical resistance
● Parallel circuit – an electrical circuit in which electric current has multiple paths through which it

can flow
● Resistance – measure of how much a material opposes the flow of electric current; measured in

ohms;
● Resistor – a material or object that is designed offer a desired amount of resistance to the flow of

electrical current
● Schematic – a diagram of an electrical circuit
● Series circuit – an electrical circuit in which electric current has only one path through which it

can flow



● Volt – unit of measure for the difference of potential that would drive one ampere of current
against one ohm resistance

● Voltage – potential difference between positively-charged and negatively charged terminals of a
battery, or between any two given points in a circuit; measured in volts; V=IR

Suggested Day Instructional Procedures
(Engage, Explore, Explain, Evaluate)

Materials, Resources, Notes,
Vocabulary Words

Example Topic:  What is the major concept of the day?

Objective:  SWBAT (Students will be able to do “what” (at the
end of the lesson).

Engage: levels the playing field – get students on the same page
– accessing prior knowledge – intriguing
● Short 3-5 minutes videos are a good engage
● Demos

Explain: Explicitly explaining (PPT, vision, demos, notes)

Explore: (investigating, practice, labs, demos)

Evaluation/Closure: This is for the teacher (YOU). How do you
know that students have learned the information… where do you
start the next day… fluid

Materials
● Lab materials
● Special things that students will

need to complete the lesson

Resources
● Page number in text book
● Teacher resources

Notes
● Special information pertinent to

the day’s lesson that the teacher
would find helpful

Vocabulary Words
● Academic vocabulary that

students will need to know the
day’s lesson.

Day 1 Topic:  Introduction to Electrical Forces

TEKS:
5(E): Construct and communicate an explanation based on
evidence for how changes in charge and distance affect the
strength of electrical forces between two objects.

Objective: SWBAT Explain what electrical forces are and
identify what variables cause them.

Engage:
● Funny electrical pranks video

Explain:
● Electricity notes- forces, what is an electrical force,

charge, distance, etc.

Evaluation/Closure:
○ Closing Task: What factors affect electrical forces?

Materials

Resources
Powerpoint presentation

Notes

Vocabulary Words
Charge
Electrical Forces

Day 2 Topic:  Effects of charge and distance on electrical forces

TEKS:
5(E): Construct and communicate an explanation based on
evidence for how changes in charge and distance affect the
strength of electrical forces between two objects.

Objective: SWBAT Identify and explain what variables affect
electrical forces and how influential they are.

Engage:

Materials

Resources
Powerpoints

Notes

Vocabulary Words
Charge
Distance
Electrical Forces

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gmv3PiiQJg


● Electrical Forces vs Universal Gravity

Explain:
● Powerpoint with practice examples (No math, just

comparisons)

Evaluation/Closure:
○ Closing task: What affects electrical forces more,

distance or charge?

Constants

Day 3 Topic:  Electrical Forces Lab

TEKS:
5(E): Construct and communicate an explanation based on
evidence for how changes in charge and distance affect the
strength of electrical forces between two objects.

Objective: SWBAT Students will investigate the effect that
charges and distance have on forces.

Engage/Explain:
● Intro to lab/Demonstration
● Demo the interaction of particles and let students come

to conclusions on what is occurring (Observation
sheet/day)

Evaluation/Closure:

○ Closing task: Two charges of the same strength
are sitting 2mm away from each other and then
4mm away from each other. At which point is the
electrical force stronger?

Materials

Resources
Online Phet Demonstration

Notes

Vocabulary Words

Day 4 Topic:  Electrical Forces Quiz
TEKS:
5(E): Construct and communicate an explanation based on
evidence for how changes in charge and distance affect the
strength of electrical forces between two objects.

Objective: SWBAT demonstrate their knowledge of electrical
forces through a quiz summative assessment

Evaluation/Closure:
● Force Quiz on paper or Google Classroom

Materials

Resources

Notes

Vocabulary Words

Day 5 Topic:  Series and Parallel Circuits

TEKS:
6(A): Design and construct series and parallel circuits that
model real-world circuits such as in-home wiring,
automobile wiring, and simple electrical devices to evaluate
the transfer of electrical energy.

Materials

Resources

Notes

Vocabulary Words
Parallel circuit



Objective: SWBAT identifies what a circuit is, the
components of a circuit, and two different kinds of circuits,
parallel and series.

Engage: Video showing how circuits are used in house
construction

Explain: Go through powerpoint notes. ensure students
understand the different kinds of circuits and what is held
constant depending on the circuit.

Evaluation:
○ Closing Task: What kind of circuits are there and

what is held constant in each circuit?

Series circuit
Voltage
Resistance
Current

Day 6 Topic:  Making a Circuit House Lab Day 1

TEKS:
6(A): Design and construct series and parallel circuits that
model real-world circuits such as in-home wiring, automobile
wiring, and simple electrical devices to evaluate the transfer
of electrical energy.

Objective: SWBAT design and construct different kinds of
circuits in real world examples like house blueprints and
construction.

Engage:
● Lab Introduction

Explain:
Assist students in understanding and constructing different circuits

Evaluation/Closure: Have students explain their thought process
for their work that day.

Materials

Resources

Notes

Vocabulary Words
Resistors
conductors
Batteries
voltage
Amps

Day 7 Topic:  Making a Circuit House Lab Day 2

TEKS:
6(A): Design and construct series and parallel circuits that
model real-world circuits such as in-home wiring, automobile
wiring, and simple electrical devices to evaluate the transfer
of electrical energy.

Objective: SWBAT design and construct different kinds of
circuits in real world examples like house blueprints and
construction.

Engage/Explain:
● Finish lab

Evaluation/Closure: \
○ Closing Task: What are the difference(s) between parallel
and series circuits?

Materials

Resources

Notes

Vocabulary Words

Day 8 Topic:  Circuits Quiz

TEKS:
6(A): Design and construct series and parallel circuits that
model real-world circuits such as in-home wiring, automobile

Materials

Resources



wiring, and simple electrical devices to evaluate the transfer
of electrical energy.

Objective: SWBAT demonstrate their understanding of
different kinds of circuits through a summative assessment.
Engage/Explain: N/A

Evaluation/Closure: Circuits Quiz on paper or Google Classroom

Notes

Vocabulary Words

Day 9 Topic: “Magic” (Electromagnetic) Project Day 1

TEKS:
6(B): Design, evaluate, and refine a device that generates
electrical energy through the interaction of electrical charges
and magnetic fields.

Objective: SWBAT brainstorm ideas for creating a magnetic
field from common items such as a battery, wires, metallic
objects, etc.

Engage/Explain:
● Intro to project

Explore: Research how to create a magnetic field (Provide notes
for students to do this)

Evaluation/Closure: Hypothesis for lab

Materials

Resources
Powerpoint/resources for magnetic
and electrical charges.

Notes

Vocabulary Words

Day 10 Topic:  “Magic” (Electromagnetic) Project Day 2

TEKS:
6(B): Design, evaluate, and refine a device that generates
electrical energy through the interaction of electrical charges
and magnetic fields.

Objective: SWBAT creates a magnetic field from common
items such as a battery, wires, metallic objects, etc.

Engage/Explain:
● Quick refresh from yesterday

Explore:
● Students will construct their project and test if it can

create a magnetic field.

Evaluation/Closure: Students will explain the reasoning behind
why they created their project the way they did.

Materials

Resources

Notes

Vocabulary Words

Day 11 Topic:  “Magic” (Electromagnetic) Project Day 3

TEKS:

I.4.G Examine electrical force as a universal force between
any two charged objects and compare the relative strength
of the electrical force and gravitational force.

Materials

Resources

Notes

Vocabulary Words



6(B): Design, evaluate, and refine a device that generates
electrical energy through the interaction of electrical
charges and magnetic fields.

Objective: SWBAT collect data from their project and analyze
this data to understand the relationship between charges and
electromagnetic fields

Engage:
● Review from yesterday

Explain:
● Help students collect data and begin to make

connections with the concepts of electrical charges and
magnetic fields

Evaluation/Closure: Students will show they collected data.
Day 12 Topic:  “Magic” (Electromagnetic) Project Day 4

TEKS:

6(B): Design, evaluate, and refine a device that generates
electrical energy through the interaction of electrical
charges and magnetic fields.

Objective: SWBAT explain the purpose and reasoning of their
project and come to conclusions based on the previously
created data.

Engage: Refresh from yesterday
Explain: Guide students to appropriate and factual conclusions
from the data. Work to correct misconceptions.

Evaluation/Closure: Students will state their conclusions and
how they came to that conclusions from the data

Materials

Resources

Notes

Vocabulary Words

Day 13 Topic:  “Magic” (Electromagnetic) Project Day 4

TEKS:

6(B): Design, evaluate, and refine a device that generates
electrical energy through the interaction of electrical
charges and magnetic fields.

Objective: SWBAT complete a write up for their project for the
week
Engage: Refresh from yesterday
Explain: Help students finalize week long project write up

Evaluation/Closure: Project writeup

Materials

Resources

Notes

Vocabulary Words

Accommodations for
Special Populations

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP)
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.


